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ABSTRACT

In this work we present an analytical model spectrum, for three-dimensional electro-
static turbulence (homogeneous, stationary and locally isotropic in the plane perpendicular
to the magnetic field), constructed by using experimental results from TFR and TEXT
Tokamaks, and satisfying basic symmetry and parity conditions. The proposed spectrum
seems to be tractable for explicit analytical calculations of transport processes, and consis-
tent with experimental data. Additional experimental measurements in the bulk plasma
remain however necessary in order to determine some unknown spectral properties of par-
allel propagation.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

In studying turbulent diffusion of charged particles, the simplest approach consists to
consider test particles which are "passive" in the sense that they are subjected to fluctu-
ating electric fields which are assumed to be prescribed, but do not contribute themselves
to the local space charge (see e.g. PECSELI and TRULSEN, 1989).

Numerical studies of plasma turbulence can be performed by prescribing a given
realization of the random electric field and integrating directly the test particle trajec-
tories, with an average over the initial conditions or over the realizations of the field.
The diffusion properties can eventually be compared with analytically calculated diffusion
coefficients obtained in different order approximations, e.g. quasilinear or renormahzed
approximation (DOVEIL and GRESILLON, 1982; ISHIHARA and HIROSE, 1985; MIS-
GUICH, BALESCU, PECSELI, MIKKELSEN, LARSEN, QIU XIAOMING, 1987; PET-
TINI, VULPIANI, MISGUICH, DE LEENER, ORBAN, BALESCU, 1988; SALAT, 1988).

In view of theoretical calculations, a prescribed model spectrum has to satisfy two
requirements: consistency with experimental data, and tractability for analytical calcula-
tions: the latter frequently involve integration of complicated arguments, and the approx-
imations used may depend on the asymptotic behaviour of the functions for large values
of the arguments.

Several model spectra have been considered in related problems. Considering a one-
dimensional C 1-D) system, DOVEIL and GRESILLON (1982) use a monochromatic spec-
tral density 1^ given by:

/fc(w) = A V-(Wj(W - W0) 4- e-(^)7£(u; + UQ)\ (l.i)

where A is an amplitude coefficient, the frequency peak is taken at WQ = !,and the
wavenumber distribution has a width Afe ~ O(l). The choice made by these authors
is based on experiments by GRESILLON, MANTEI and DOVEIL (1976) where the cor-
relation function shows a Gausian profile. We note that this spectrum is of the form
f(u, k) + /( — <jj, —k). These Authors have stressed the fact that these oscillations in space
have a non- vanishing phase velocity (WQ /fco) which is however different from the envelope
velocity: this spectrum is made of propagating waves with zero group velocity. In another
paper (ISHIHARA and HIROSE, 1985) the same type of spectrum is also chosen.

In a recent paper SALAT (1988), also in 1-D, uses a symmetrical wave packet for the
spectral density given by:

1^ This expression has to be compared with /kiU, given by our Eq. (4.14) and defined as
the Laplace transform of our Eq. (3.2).



/.(«) = A e- + e- e- + .- (1.2)

where &0 and W0 are the centers of the distributions and Afc, Aw the widths, chosen in
accordance with AW/WO 2i Afc/fco < G(I). This spectrum is of the form /(w) + /(—w).
We note that the four terms in (1.2) correspond to two different phase velocities ±wo/fco '•
the spectrum is made of standing waves,

The theoretical description of the diffusion processes of charged particles in a magne-
toplasma has been studied by MISGUICH et. al. (1987) in presence of a 2-D electrostatic
field. These authors use an energy spectral density involving fc"1 and k~3 power-law spec-
tral subranges, as observed in TFR Tokamak (TFR GROUP and TRUC, 1984). This
choice, although in agreement with these experimental data, introduces, along calcula-
tions, the exponential integral functions, leading to some mathematical complexity in the
description of the nonlinearities, that might be avoided by using another appropriate fit of
the experimental results.

Looking forward to a 3-D extension of this theory in order to include effects of the
parallel motion, we propose in the present work an analytical 3-D model spectrum, based
on experimental data from TEXT and TFR Tokamaks, which is more complete than the
previous models (1.1) and (1.2), and tractable for analytical calculations.

This paper is divided in five parts and several sections. At the end of each part we have
included a short summary of the main results. General symmetry properties of Eulerian
spectra of electric field fluctuations are discussed in Part 2; these properties should be
envisaged as consistency relations to be satisfied by a model spectrum. In Part 3 we
discuss specific properties of isotropic Eulerian spectra in the plane perpendicular to the
magnetic field; in particular, we show that the isotropic one-point electric field correlation
spectrum is a diagonal tensor.

Part 4 is the central part of this paper. In Section 4.1 we review, very shortly, some
experimental results from TEXT and TFR Tokamaks which we use to construct the model
spectrum in Section 4.2. In the resulting expression (4.14) we introduce two possibilities
for the propagation in the direction parallel to the magnetic field: standing or propagating
waves, according to a parameter a which can be 1 or O, respectively. In Section 4.3 we
model the k± part of the wavenumber spectrum by fitting the TFR results; two fittings,
a Gaussian and a Lorentzian one, are presented. In Section 4.4 the r.m.s. electric field is
explicitly calculated, and the amplitude factor of the spectrum is determined in terms of
this turbulence amplitude.

In section 5.1 we describe the parallel phase velocities in the simple limit of a narrow
spectrum in u; and k// (vanishing spectral widths). A discussion on the validity of the
TEXT ordering for the TFR bulk plasma is presented in section 5.2, and some suggestions
for future measurements are presented in section 5.3. The conclusions are listed in Part 6.



2. EULERIAN SPECTRUM FOR HOMOGENEOUS AND STATIONARY
ELECTROSTATIC TURBULENCE.

2.1. Definition

We consider a 3-D electrostatic turbulent field (space- and time-dependent) derived
from a potential $(x, *) :

E[x(*),t] = Bj.[x(*), *] + B1[X(O,*] = -V$(x, O (2.1)

where the subscripts // and J. label the parallel and perpendicular directions to a given,
constant and uniform external magnetic field B = B x (see Fig. 1). The Lagrangian electric
field (2.1) which is evaluated at an instant t along a given particle trajectory, can be split
in two parts:

BW*),*] = (E[X(O,*]) + E[x(0,t] (2-2)

where the bracket means the average part of E taken over an ensemble of realizations of
the turbulent field, and the tilde denotes the fluctuating part.

We define the Eulerian spectrum of electric field fluctuations as the Eulerian space-
time correlation between two fixed points, represented by the tensor of rank two S = St1J :

S'-*(r,r) = (E(X, O E(X - r,« - T)) , (2.3)

where the superscripts t and x represent a possible non-homogeneity and non-
stationarity of the spectrum in the general case.

Here we restrict ourselves to .homogeneous and stationary turbulence, which means
that average quantities are space- and time-independent. In particular the average Eulerian
electrostatic .field vanishes, i.e.:

(E(x, O) = O, (2.4)

so we drop out the upper indices in (2.3) and simply write:

S(r, T) = (E(X, O E(X - r, t - r)) , (2.5)

which is a t and x— independent quantity.

The Fourier-Laplace transform of (2.5) is defined by:
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S(r,r) = /dke'k-p / ^- e~iur Sk a, . (2.6)
J Jc Z*

where the Laplace contour C is a horizontal line (parallel to the real axis) in the complex
u;—plane, that must pass above all singularities of 5^,«- We restrict ourselves to spectral
densities in wavenumber and frequency, Sk1W > which are analytic functions in the w—plane,
so that the integration contour C may be taken along the real u—axis. With this choice
of the integration path, hereafter, the frequency u> Is taken to be real.

The Fourier transform of (2.5) for homogeneous turbulence is:

= (Ek(t) B-k(t -T)) ^ - {Ew(t) Ek(t - T)) , (2.7)

in terms of the Fourier transform of the electric field

EkW = ± f dxe-ik-*E(x,t) (2.8)

and of

Sk,w = efre'""- Sk(r). (2.9)
Jo

In (2.7) the volume ÎÎ of the system appears because we use a continuous Fourier transform
and perform a spatial average using the homogeneity condition.



2.2 General symmetry properties.

From the definition (2.5), a first property of the tensor Sy(r, T) can be deduced, which
holds for stationary and homogeneous turbulence:

Sji(-r,-r) = Sy(r,T) (2.10)

The simple demonstration proceeds as follows. From the definition (2.5):

Sy (r, T) = (^(x, t) EJ(X - r, t - T)) (2.11)

we have indeed the identity

Sji(-r,-T) = (EX», t) Ei(x + r,* + r)) = (Et(x + r,t + r) Ej(x,t))

and by using the stationarity and homogeneity properties, one immediately finds:

Sij(-r, -T) = (Ei(X + r, t + T) EJ(X + r - r, i + T - T))

= (Ei(X, t) Ei(x - r, t - r)) = Sf4(P, T) . (2.12)

which demonstrates (2.10). In the particular case where the one-point spectrum tensor
Sy(r = O, T) is diagonal (e.g. in the case of an electrostatic turbulence isotropic in the
plane perpendicular to the magnetic field - see Section 2), the property (2.10) insures that
the spectrum is also even in T :

According to the definition (2.6)

/•+00

/

/•+00 J^
*' y.,* 2^e~<u%5k'u

we have also:

S;.(-r, -T) = I dk e'k- J+^ ^ e'™ jt^ . (2.14)

By using the symmetry relation (2.10) along with the reality of the spectrum, we have (see
e.g. MISGUICH and BALESCU (1975)):

S£(-r,-T) = S^(P1T)= Sy(P1T) (2.15)



and comparing (2.13) and (2.14), we see that:

iA,* = J^iU- (2-16)

In particular the diagonal elements of the Fourier-Laplace transformed spectrum are real:

«Sk,u € IR. (2.17)

Another general symmetry property follows from (2.17). Taking the inverse transform
of (2.13):

dr eiur Sij(r,r) (2.18)
O

we see that

°° dr t-*" 5,-,(r, T) (2.19)

where we use (2.17) and the reality of S(r, r). Making the transformations k — » — kand
w — »• — w in (2.19), and comparing with (2.18) for i = j, we conclude that:

M-S1U1Uj = iiS_k,-u • (2.20)

The reality of Sjj(r, r) allows us to draw out some global parity properties of its
Fourier transform ij5k(r). In fact, since

Sij(r, T) = fdk eik'f ySk(T) (2.21)

we have:

[ReGj-Sk(T)) cosk.r - Im(0-5k(r)) sink.r]

(2.22)

z[Im(0-5k(r)) coak.r + ReG7-Sk(T)) sink.r]} •

So, the reality condition Im (Sj;-(r, T)) = O is always satisfied as soon as we have the
following parity properties:



Re (y Sk(T)) = even ink (2.23)

Im(,;Sk(T)) = oddink. (2.24)

With the decomposition

k = kx + k/, (2.25)

where k// is a 1-D vector, we may re-write the condition of reality of Sy(r, T) as:

iXr1T)) = O =

= / <fka. / <&./! [ImGjSk(T")) (cosk±.rj_coskff.r// - sink±.r± sink//.r//)

+ Re(,-jSk(T)) (coskx.rxsink//.r// + smkx.rj_cosk//.r//)] (2.26)

where r = FX + r//. Sufficient conditions to satisfy Eq. (2.26) can be written in the form:

R*GjSk(T)) = odd ink j. and k//, (2.27)

or
Re(ijSk(T)) = even in kx and k/, (2.28)

with Re jjSk(T) globally even hi k, satisfying (2.23); and

) = oddinkxandevenink/, (2.29)

or
Im(,jSk(T)) = even in kx and odd in k^, (2.30)

with Im ijSk(T) globally odd in k, satisfying (2.24).

If the spectrum tensor is diagonal, (2.15) implies that ,-,-S(F, T) must have the same
parity in r and in T. In this case, in accordance with the real part of (2.22), we find that
ttSk(T) must have the same parity in k and T :

) = even in T; (2.31)

and
)) = odd in T; (2.32)
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in fact, using these parities and (2.27)-(2.30) in (2.22), we satisfy (2.15).

2.3 Résumé.

In this Section we have presented some general properties of electric field fluctua-
tion spectra. The Table I below intends to summarize these properties and to define the
particular conditions in which they are valid.

Particular condition
on the fluctuations

General :

Stationarity (S) and
Homogeneity (H) :

Property

Re(ij5jc(r)) = even ink;
odd in kj. and k/ or
even in kj. and k/.

Im(,j5k(r)) = oddink;
odd in k ± and even in VL// or
even in kx and odd in k^ .

Table I.

The relations and symmetry properties listed above should be envisaged as consis-
tency relations to be satisfied by any model spectrum proposed. In the next section we
discuss additional conditions which hold for a spectrum which is isotropic in the plane
perpendicular to the magnetic field.
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3. EULERIAN SPECTRUM FOR ISOTROPIC TURBULENCE IN THE
PERPENDICULAR PLANE.

3.1 Introduction

For electrostatic turbulence, in accordance with (2.1) and (2.7), the spectrum tensor-
is a dyadic:

Sk(r) = kk Jk(r) (3.1)

where JIC(T) represents in homogeneous turbulence the autocorrelation of potential fluctu-
ations:

-(*- r)) (3.2)

where

is the Fourier transform of the potential.

Drift-wave turbulence models for the wavenumber spectrum SU(T) are usually con-
sidered as isotropic in the plane perpendicular to the external magnetic field, in agree-
ment with experimental and theoretical results (TFR GROUP, 1977; MIKKELSEN and
PECSELI, 1979; TCHEN, PECSELI and LARSEN, 1980; TFR GROUP and TRUC, 1984).
In this section we take into account this particular isotropy to deduce some parity proper-
ties of !JI(T) and to show that the one-point electric field correlation spectrum S(r = O, T)
should be represented by a diagonal tensor.

3.2. One-point electric field correlation spectrum as an isotropic tensor.

We look for conditions to be applied on the elements of the one-point electric field
correlation spectrum tensor S(r = O, T) defined from (2.5), in order to take into account
isotropy in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. 2^ In a cartesian system of

2^ It has to be stressed that the isotropy condition only applies to local quantities like
S(r = O, T), but not to quantities which depend upon an independent space-vector like r
in the complete two-point electric field correlation spectrum S(r, T). The latter depend
on two vectors r and b, and cannot be isotropic in the plane perpendicular to b for any
generic direction of the vector r, as will be checked below.

12



coordinates where the z-axis is aligned with b, the direction of the constant magnetic field,
the time correlation of the electric field values at a given point x is given by the tensor:

S(P = O, T) s ( E(X, O E(X, t- r)} =

/5"

Syx

Sxy gxff

Ss//

Sllll)

= /JkJk(T) kk.

(3.4)

where, for simplicity, we omit the argument (r = O, T) in the elements of the tensor, and
we use the superscript // for the z-direction. Following DE GROOT and MAZUR (1984)
or BALESCU (1988), we impose that this tensor remains invariant under any rotation
around the z-axis. This guarantees the isotropy of the tensor in the xy—plane.

In terms of the matrix of inifinitesimal rotations around the z-axis

/ 1 a O"
R(o) = 1 - 0 1 O

V « O 1,

we express the invariance of S(r.= 0,r)by the condition

S(r = 0,r) = R(a).S(r = 0,r).R(-a),

(3-5)

(3-6)

which implies:

5" = 5" = Sx(r = 0,r)

5*// = Syff = Sll* _ 5//v(r = 0,r) = O
(3.7)

This allows us to write the isotropic spectrum of one-point electric field fluctuations (r = O)
as:

5-"-(P = O1T) 5A(r = 0,r)

-SA(r = 0,r) 5-L(r = O, r)

O O

O

O (3-8)

13



In order to rewrite equation (3.8) in a more convenient form, let us define (BALESCU,
1988) a right-handed triad of orthogonal unit vectors (BI, e2, b), where b is directed along
the magnetic-field, B1 is fixed arbitrarily and

e2 = b x ei. (3.9)

Now we define the following combination of dyadics:

/O O 0\
TI = e2b + be2 = O O 1 ; (3.10)

Vo 1 Oj

/O O 1\
T2 = bei + ejb = O O O ; (3.11)

Vl O Oj

/O I 0\
T3 = eie2 + C2B1 = 1 O O ; (3.12)

Vo o o/
/1 O 0\

T4 = eiej + e2e2 = 0 1 O ; (3.13)
Vo o o/
/1 O 0\

T5 = eaei - e2e2 = j O -1 O ; (3.14)v° ° °/
/O O 0\

T0 = bb = O O O ; (3.15)
Vo o i/

/O O 0\
A1 = C2b - be2 = I O O 1 ; (3.16)

Vo -i o/
/O O -1\

A2 = bex - C1 b = O O O ; (3.17)
V l O O j

/O 1 0\
A3 = ei e2 - e2 C1 = -1 O O ) , (3.18)

constituting a basis of nine matrices which enables us to represent any 3x3 matrix as a
linear superposition of basis matrices.

14



Using (2.13), (2.15) and (2.18), we rewrite (3.8) as

S(r = O, r) = 5x(r = O, T) T4 + 5A(r = O, T) A3 + S* (T = O, T) T0. (3.19)

Projecting S(r = O, T) on the basis matrices T4 , As and To (all the others projections
give zero), we have:

S(r = O, T) : T4 = S^(F = O, T) T4 : T4 = 2 S±(r = O, T),

S(r = O, T) : A3 = SA(r = O, T) A3 : A3 = - 2 SA(r = O, T), (3.20)

S(r = O, T) : T0 = S'(T = O, T) T0 : T0 = S//(r = O, T),

and, in accordance with (3.1) and (2.6):

S(r = 0,T):T4 = j dk/k(T)kk : T4 = J 'eflcfci IU(T),

S(r = O, T): A3 = / dk /U(T) kk: A3 = O,

S(r = O, T) : T0 = J dk JU(T) kk : T0 = J dk k} Ik(r).

So, we find the elements of S(r = O, T) (see eq.(3.8)) in the form:

(3.21)

= O, T) =

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

This last condition (3.24) can be simply understood from the fact that the isotropy of
S(r = O, T) implies that /U(T) does not depend on the angular position of the vector kj. :
we thus have J dk kx ky /k(r) ~ /0°° dk± fcj_ /0

2)r d<p sirup cos<p = O. Finally S(r = O, T) can
be written as

= /dkkk/k(T) = f= dk
O

o
O

o A)

(3.25)
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= O1T) O O
O SHr = O, T) O
O O

We thus find that, with the considered symmetry, the only non-vanishing components of
S(r = O, T) originate from the diagonal part of the dyadic tensor (3.1).

3.3. Other consequences of perpendicular isotropy.

By comparing the general definition of the one-point electric field correlation tensor
in its dyadic form (2.6 and 3.1):

S(r = 0, T) = /dkkkJk(T) (3.26)

with the above isotropic result (3.25), we find that the equivalence is satisfied when the
parity of /U(T) is such that:

Re / <fk I K1 kg \ IK(T) = O
«r I If J f , . II KJ, K/I ) t

{
j. t. -v

/

K1Ky

K1 K// S Jk(T) = O (3.27)

ft. ft/J
f K2 1

Im /dk J fcf I Jk(T) = 0

which is achieved when

) = even in kj_ and ink// — > globally even ink

= even ink j_ and odd in kj — > globally odd ink.

because of (2.23), (2.24) and (3.1). It should be stressed that the parities (3.28) for /k(T)
correspond to the choice of parities (2.28) and (2.30) for SK(T); parities (2.27) and (2.29)
would not be consistent with isotropy in the perpendicular plane.

In addition to (3.28), we have:

= even in T
(3.29)

ImJk(r) = odd in T,

16



in accordance with (2.31)-(2.32). Following (2.20) and (3.1), we should have:

/k,w = /-k,-u, € IR (3.30)

where /kiU, is the Laplace transform of /JC(T), and is known from (2.17) to be real.

Let us now consider the two-point electric field correlation spectrum S(r, T), From
(2.6) and (3.1), we have:

S(r,r) = (3.31)

which is not in general a diagonal tensor. By taking into account the parities (3.28) of
/k(T,', we obtain:

/5"(P1T) SA(r,r) Sz//(r,r;

S(r,r) = (Ê(x,t)Ê(x-r,*-r)} = SA(r,r) S»»(r,r)

S*ff(T,T) S»'(r,r)
(3.32)

f / kl k,ky O \
= / dk < I kxky ky O cos (kj..rj.) [c<w (k//.r//) .Re/k(r) - sz'ra (k//.r^) .Im/k(r)]

- 7 I V o 0 *J/

( O O Jb1 kff \
O O fcyfc// I sin(kj..rx) [sin (k//.r//) .Re Jk(r) + cos (k//.r//) .Imlk(r)]

fc,*/ kykj/ O /

which has six independent elements. It is easy to check that for r = O we recover the
diagonal tensor (3.25).

In terms of the basis matrices (3.10)-(3.18), we can write:

/5"(P1T) O 0\
S(P, T) = ( O 5"(p,T) O +SA(r,r)T3

O 0 0 /

(3.33)

+ Sr//(r,r)T2 + S^Cr1T)T1 + 5//(r,r)T0.

In particular:
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25x(r,r) = S(r,r):T4 = 5"(r, r) + 5"(r, r) = ( Ej.(x, *).Ej.(x - r, t - r) } (3.34)

and

S'(r, r) = S(r, r) : T0 = ( E77(X, f ).E//(x - r, * - r) ) . (3.35)

Finally we can define a scalar spectrum from the tracs of the wavevector spectrum
tensor (3.1):

= Sk(r) :! = (*! + *}) /k(r) = ( Ék(t).Ê_k(< - r) ) (3.36)

which is associated (see section 4.1) with the total fluctuation energy of the electrostatic
field.

18



3.4. Resume.

Considering electrostatic fluctuations, we have discussed in this section the conse-
quences of the isotropy in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field on the Eulerian
correlation spectrum tensor of electric field fluctuations. We have seen that isotropy in the
plane perpendicular to the magnetic field implies that the one-point correlation tensor is
diagonal, with the form:

/ fc2 \
f O O ^

(3.25)
2

S(r-0,r) - , ̂  Q '^L Q

\ O O

The diagonal character of this tensor has allowed us to derive the following parity properties
for the function IU(T) :

Re /IC(T) = even in k j., k// , k, and T; (3.37)

ImIj4(T) = even in kj., odd in k// , k, and T, (3.38)

However, the general two-point correlation tensor S(r,r), as well as its Fourier trans-
form S]<(T), have six independent elements and no vanishing components (eq. (3.32)). This
confirms the fact that the isotropy condition cannot be applied on the two-point correlation
S(r,r), but only on local quantities like the one-point correlation tensor S(r = O, T) :the
r-dependence inhibits the isotropy of S(r, T) in the plane pependicular to the magnetic
field, even if the turbulence is isotropic.

As a remark about the validity of the perpendicularly isotropic description, we should
note however that some experiments using probes (RITZ et. ai, 1984, 1987; ZWEBEN
and GOULD, 1985; WEISEN et. al, 1988) show that, near the plasma edge, the poloidal
correlation length appears to be longer than the radial correlation length by a factor from
1.5 to 2. In this cold pi; sma region, the above simplifications which follow from perpen-
dicular isotropy do not hold, and the complete spectrum should be taken into account in
the theoretical description of transport processes. The non-isotropic case holding near the
edge can be envisaged as a generalization of the simpler isotropic formalism which is valid
in the main confinement region of the Tokamak plasmas.
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4. MODEL SPECTRUM.

4.1. Some experimental results.

We do not intend to review here the whole subject of small scale density fluctuations
measurements in Tokamaks, which can be found elsewhere (LIEWER, 1985; SURKO, 1986;
ROBINSON, 1986; WOOTTON et. a/., 1989; OLIVAIN, 1989), but only to quote very
briefly those results we use in the following sections.

We start by presenting results from the TEXT Tokamak (RITZ et. al., 1988), obtained
using cross-correlation techniques (BEALL et. a/., 1982) with a pair of fixed, toroidally
and poloidally separated Langmuir probes in the edge plasma. The experiment shows the
existence of a non-vanishing value of the "mean" parallel wavevector ({{...)) = spectral
average), of the order of

where q is the safety factor and R the major radius. These measurements also indicate a
constant parallel phase velocity

£• s va ~ vtft.e. . (4.2)

which is found in these experiments to be of the order of vth.e. > the thermal velocity of
electrons. It is also known (WOOTTON et. al., 1989) that the half-width of the kff part
of the spectrum is

M1 cs «*„}) (4.3)

These results (4.1-3) have been obtained on the edge of the TEXT plasma. We will discuss
in section 5.2 the problem arising if we wish to apply these results in the bulk plasma of
the TFR Tokamak.

On the other hand, in the TFR CO2 laser scattering experiment (TFR GROUP and
TRUC, 1984; ANDREOLETTI et. al., 1989; OLIVAIN, 1989) density fluctuations spectra
have ben measured for wavenumbers kx « Jbj_ between 3 and 39 cm"1.3'

Note that k± = \ kj. | represents the modulus of the perpendicular wavevector.
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The TFR fcj.— spectrum, integrated over frequencies and parallel wavevectors 4^ shows
an amplitude maximum for

= fclo « 5cm-1, (4.4)

surrounded by two decaying domains (Fig. 2). For &j. < k™™ the accuracy. is poor
(KS k^ax ), but for k± > fc™°* , a monotonie decay is observed with two power-ranges:
one with fcj2'2 * °'s and the other with fcj4'5 • The first range is significant, but the second
one should be corrected due to the finiteness of the scattering volume (OLIVAIN, 1989):
the true value of the exponent is somewhat smaller in absolute value.

A remark has to be formulated concerning the (non-obvious) agreement of the above-
referred fit

,-2.2 ±0.5

and the previous claim of the existence of ij1 and ArJ3 subranges (MISGUICH et. al,
1987).

First of all we have to recall the definitions for:

- the total fluctuation energy

E = £ /dx (E2(x,i)> = TT2 /dk (Ek(O-E-Ic(O)

T = O)

^ (4-5.<z)
O

where the spectral energy density (in fcx— space) is given by:

/+~ dkf TT2 (Êk(OJÊ-k(0)

= J*L T
* J-O

(4.6.0)

4^ In fact, the radius of the laser beam (w = 1.3 cm"1) introduces a kjj—width «
1.5cm"1, which is much larger than the value Afc// « 4.310~2 cm"1 calculated for TFR
(q = 1.5, R = 98cm, using eqs. (4.1) and (4.3)): in this sense the measured spectrum is
also integrated over fc77.
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in terms of the 3-dimensional spectrum (3.36). This last integral can be used to define
the 2-dimensional spectrum (in kj.) integrated over frequencies (T = O) and parallel wave-
vector:

, dkff Sk(r = O)

which is the quantity measured in the TFR experiment.

- The energy density (per unit volume) is

^ = £v = ±- /dkSk(r = 0) = \ [00Jk^
$2 OTT J 4 J0

(4.5.6)-yJo/O

where the spectral energy density (per unit volume and per unit

(4.6.6)
1 T+

= 7*J. /
* J-O

is defined in terms of the 3-dimensional spectrum (3.36):

Sk(T) = 2SjJ-(T) + St(T).

In absence of parallel electric field fluctuations (see for instance MISGUICH et. a/.,
1987), as was supposed to be the case in the TFR experiment, the spectrum becomes
2-dimensional:

=> 6

^ ZS (kg) S(T).

In this purely perpendicular case, the above relations become:

(4.7)

These relations clearly show that the spectral energy densities £k± or £^ involve one ad-

ditional power of fcj. as compared with the 2-dimensional spectrum SJj. (T = O) integrated
over frequencies and wavevectors, which is measured in the experiment.
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In these terms the above fit can be written:

SkI (r = O) s i f° dkff Sk(r = O) * I """ (4.8)
* J-OO I Jt ~4'5

which corresponds to a spectral energy density

(4.9)

in approximate agreement with the values -1 and -3 of exponents in the power-law sub-
ranges used in MISGUICH et. al. (1987).

Another result from the TFR micro-turbulence measurements is the "pseudo" disper-
sion relation corresponding to the maximum of the frequency spectrum: the latter shows
a constant perpendicular phase velocity:

- (4.10)
_L

Previous measurements (TFR GROUP, 1977) have shown the existence of a quasi-isotropic
fluctuation spectrum in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic fieid. This observatioii
justifies the simplifications introduced in section 3 for the analytical description of the
spectrum.

4.2. Model spectrum.

An analytic 3-D model spectrum for electrostatic turbulence, isotropic in the plane
perpendicular to he magnetic field, can be constructed from the elements presented in
sections 3 and 4.1. Isotropy means that the properties (3.37-38) must be satisfied by our
model spectrum. Eqs. (4.1) and (4.3) permit us to determine the half-width of the kf/ part
of the spectrum. The appropriate fitting of the TFR experimental k±—spectrum (Fig. 2)
allows us to model the Ar j. part of the analytic spectrum.

Other necessary informations concerning the maximum of the u and k/j parts of the
spectrum can be figured out from Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3). In fact, a simple interpretation of
these "pseudo" dispersion relations in terms of assumed Gaussian profiles can be proposed.

In Fig.3 the 3-D spectrum SK(T = O) is schematically represented for a fixed AM.; in
accordance with eq.(4.2), for a given frequency w, the maximum amplitude for the spectrum
isforfc// = w/ua,and the associated half-width is AA:// « ((A;//}}. Such a picture, however,
involves a positive phase velocity va in the direction parallel to the magnetic field and
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thus describes a spectrum which is made of waves propagating in the parallel direction;
a symmetric spectrum can also be considered by adding a similar contribution with the
opposite parallel phase velocity — ua, as done below in eq. (4.14).

In Fig. 4 the spectrum is represented for a fixed value of k// > O; from eq.(4.10)
we deduce that for a given fcj. the maximum amplitude of the spectrum is obtained for
ijj = VD k± and the half-width is Aw = C?(w).

Here we make a first approximation in our model spectrum: we consider a constant
half-width in w :

Aw « WQ = fcjj

with fc^o given by eq.(4.4).

Consistently with (4.1) and (4.3), we take

Afcy

for the k// half-width.

(4.11)

27r
(4.12)

With all these elements in mind,- we choose our spectral density in wave-vector and
frequency

(4.13)

with

(w -
2Aw2

(*-£)'
2AH

+ cr e 2 Aw2
 e

2AH
(4.14)
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In (4.14) A is an amplitude factor (related to the r.m.s. perpendicular turbulent field,
see section 4.4); the k j.—part of the spectrum Ikj.(kj_o, Afcj.) will be obtained below by
properly fitting our analytical spectrum, integrated over w and k//, with the TFR wave-
vector spectrum (k LQ and Afcj. are parameters to be adjusted, see section 4.3); Aw is given
by (4.11), Afc// by (4.12) and the sign of k//

_ *//31/ sz j'_"" i"1 N
is introduced in order to take into account the symmetry property (3.37). We stress the
fact that in (4.14) fcj. = |kj.| > O and k// varies from -oo to +00.

The second term in the bracket of (4.14) corresponds to the opposite value of the phase
velocities VDS// and va : for a value a — O of the parameter controlling this term, the
spectrum (4.14) represents propagating waves in the parallel direction (v/jand va > O),
while t> value O- = I yields a spectrum made of standing waves, thus a symmetric spectrum
in the parallel direction.

Between the various parameters involved in (4.14), we have the foi''owing ordering:

2 / \ 2

(4.16)

In accordance with (2.7), the inverse Laplace transform of (4.13) gives the r-depen-
dent wave-vector spectrum Sk(r) (eq. (3.1)), with

1

£1 = 0(1} « (^fV « ( ^ .
Aw ' \&kffj \vDJ

* <

_

+ cr e ac I (4.17)

where

Aw2

1H j""

ac = 2— ^-
Aw2 Afc} '

(4.18)
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In (4.17) we note that the first term (<r = O) yields a complex value of JW(T) corresponding
to propagating waves in the parallel direction, while a = \ yields a real value of Ji4(T)
corresponding to a symmetric spectrum made of standing waves. We recall that this
second term originates from opposite values of the phase velocities; only positive values
have to be considered for UD and ua.

From the potential autocorrelation function (4.17) we see that the characteristic au-
tocorrelation time is given by

Tc * ̂  = i + - - . (4.19)v

as function of the frequency width Aw and the k//— width.

One can immediately check that JI<(T) given by (4.17) satisfies the parity conditions
(3.37) and (3.38), as should be.

In section 5.1 we study the simple analytical limit of a narrow spectrum in w and
k//. Although this is an unrealistic academic limit for Tokamak turbulence, it allows us to
define a clear picture of the distribution of the wavevector k in the three-dimensional space,
to derive the laws defining the displacement of the maxima in the general Gaussian case,
along with the existence of one or two directions for the parallel phase velocity, according
to the value of the parameter a.

4.3. Fitting the T.F.R. Jbx-

In order to fit the two-dimensional spectral density S1^ (eq. (4.8)) 5^ measured
by TFR GROUP and TRUC (1984), we recall, first of all, the relation between our 3-D
spectrum (use 3.36)

5k(T = O) = Sk(T = O): 1 = (fcl + fcf ) Jk(T = O), (4.20)

and S\.\ This relation has been given in section (4.1):

en i f+°° i r+°° / - , o N
S£(r = O) = - / dkf Sk(T = O) = - / dkff (kl + fcj) Jk(T = O). (4.21)

* J-OO " J-OO ^ '

Using (4.17) in (4.21), and integrating over k//, we obtain:

5^ This spectrum is frequency- and ^//-integrated, and normalized to unity at the max-
imum; the constants are thus unimportant for this fit.
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Jt*where, in accordance with the ordering (4.16), we have -Ja. -JLI. ^ i a^j the correction

term ( -^- \ is significant only for very large wavelengths k±. <S k *j_0 , in the region where
the r.h.s. of (4.22) is «C 1. So, in order to make the fitting, we write

S£> = A (1 + «r)fci Itjfcxo, Afcj.) = A(I + (T) Y (*1) , (4.23a)

where the l.h.s. is known from the experiments (see 4.8), and the function I^ can be
determined by imposing a last constraint to determine the constants: we impose that, at
the maximum of the spectrum, one has 5i = .4(1 + cr), i.e. from (4.23 a):

L kj-\MAX '

The obvious fitting of (4.23) is obtained at short wavelengths by using (4.8):

{ AT4'2

forkj_> AI0 (4.24)
L— 6.5
*X

while for long wavelengths (kj_ < ..J[0) a different growing power law can be suitably
fitted. However, as said in the Introduction, this type of fitting, similar to that used by
MISGUICH et. al. (1987), can lead to additional mathematical complications in explicit
analytical calculations, which can be avoided by using another fit.

In the following we present two different approaches: one using a Gaussian fit, the
other a Lorentzian fit.

In order to simplify notation, we define

fcj. = x, fcj.o =x0, Afcj. = d, (4.25)

and re-write (4.23) as:

, . (4.26)

where the function Y is normalized to unity at its maximum (see 4.23b), with the subscripts
(G) for the Gaussian, and (L) for the Lorentzian fit, respectively.
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Gaussian fitting.

First of all we try a Gaussian fitting, of the general type

(x- xy_

YG = - x2" e 2cP , (4.27)
VM

where p > O is a parameter characterizing a family of curves, XQ and d are related to each
other by the condition that the maximum of the curve has to be located at x = XM '•

dYc

dx
= O (4.28)

with YQ(XM) < O. The normalization factor ytt has to be determined in order to ensure
that the maximum value is equal to unity:

Y(XM) = 1. (4-29)

The condition (4.28) gives the explicit value of d in terms of the parameters p and of the
abscissa XM and XQ :

d2 = -S-XM(XM - *o) • (4.30)2p

The condition (4.29) determines y M :

-2
VM = *î?e

These conditions lead us £o the final form for the Gausian fitting:

N 2 P 2 (JP V _ (' ~
2 . (4.32)

Although the experimental results would be better represented by a Lorentzian. we
find numerically that a rough Gaussian approximation can be used with the following
parameters:

p = 2.5, XM = 6cm"1, X0 = O, (4.33)
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which implies, from (4.30), d = 6/ v/Scm"1. The corresponding function (with x in cm"1)

(4.34)
-Ix2
^^ _._. ***

is represented in Fig. 5, where the curve representative of the experimental data (TFR
GROUP and TRUC, 1984) is also given for comparison.

To give an idea of how YQ is modified by altering the parameter p, we also present
two other fittings:

p = 2.0, XM = 6cm"1, X0 = O =>• d = 3cm"1 ;

and
p 1.0, XM — 6cm"1, I0 = O =*• d = Z\/2cm~l ,

The first one (Fig. 6) is not very different when compared with that obtained using (4.3).
On the other hand, the second set (Fig. 7) gives a worse fitting as compared with the
previous ones.

In terms of k± =. x and of Y = SJ^ /(A(I + CT)), and using XQ = O, we obtain from
(4.23) the following result

/ (4.35)
"u XM

for the Gaussian fitting. For the particular set of parameters (4.33), we have:

t3 E _ A f c *
(4.36)

Lorentzian fitting

We also try a Lorentzian fitting. We introduce the family of functions

n „ -!.„ f ". y . (4.37)
VM \(x - X0) + (P J

characterized by the two parameters q and n : these functions behave at small x like x'+n,
and at large x like x~^n~?\ By applying the same condition (4.28) for a maximum at XM-,
we obtain
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x XM Xo - (4.38)
n + q n + g

which gives the width parameter d in terms of IQ and of XMI the abscisa of the maximum.

In the particular case q — O, we have d2 = x2
M - x2,. The condition (4.29) gives the

normalization constant in the form:

(4-39)

and the Lorentzian fitting can finally be written as

tj

\ n

(«M -
n + <Z / s -

\ \XM -
- »o <*

XM -

(4.40)

In the particular case q = O this function reduces to:

?' V.
+ cP /

A good fit to the experimental data is obtained with the following parameters:

5 = 2, XM = 5.5cm"1, X0 = 3cm"1, n = 4. ,

hence d ~ 3.48cm"1. The corresponding function

* - Or)

. (4.4D

(4.42)

is represented in Fig. 8. We see that the agreement is excellent: the initial increase
of the spectrum at small values of k± = x is well described by fc^+g=6, while the large
fcj_— behaviour is well described by k± ~~ .

This is the correct behaviour for S^ in the domain 5cm"1 < fcj. < 20cm"1 (in fact
the experimental result gives, as we said before, fc][2'2±0'5 in this region). Without a
logarithmic plot, it is hard to see that the asymptotic behaviour of our result (4.43) is
not the fcj4'5 behaviour found in the experiment for the larger values of fcj.. But, on one
hand, we recall that this experimental result has to be corrected, in order to take into
account the finiteness of the the scattering volume (see section 4.1). On the other hand,
the exact description of such an asymptotic behaviour is actually not necessary for our
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present purpose, which consists in a simple global fitting of the experimental spectrum
properties.

Comparing (4.43) with the r.h.s. of (4.23) and substituting the set of parameters
(4.42), we obtain:

^ V '\ (fcju - 3)2 + 12.08 '

for our best Lorentzian fitting.

4.4. The spectrum amplitude.

We deduce here the expression for the amplitude A (see 4.14) as function of the
r.m.s. perpendicular electric field which is calculated in this section. Its value is given, in
accordance with (3.34) and (3.25), by:

{ E!(X, O } = 2 Sj.(r = O, r = O) (4.45)

where 5j.(r = O, r = O) is the xx- or yy-component of the Eulerian spectrum of electric
field fluctuations calculated with vanishing time- and space-intervals (eq. 3.25).

Using (3.22), it is immediately seen that: .

/

oo f+ao
dk±k3

± I dka Ik(r = O) . (4.46)
J-OO

Now we substitute IK(T = O) given by eq. (4.17) and integrate over k// to obtain:

5j.(r = O, T = O) = A* (1 + a) Aw AAr// / dkj. k*± {I + erf [W fcj.]} Ik± (4.47)
Jo

where the argument of the error function is written in terms of

UD

W = 4= Va = (4.48)

"a J

Using (4.11) and (4.12) in (4.48), we re-write W as:

^--s^-f-jml. (4-45)
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where

in accordance with the ordering (4.16), and W can. be expanded as a power series, resulting
in a very small value

j2k*±0W = x + 0(x*) ; (4.51)

in the long wavelengths domain fcj. £ &}_„ =>• Wfcj. < 1; inversely, a value of
order unity W ij. > C?(l) is obtained only for short wavelengths or high ij.— values in the
domain where the spectral intensity Ik± =*• O because of the exponential in fcj_ (eq. (4.35)).
So, it is a good approximation to use W k± <C 1, and in lowest order approximation:

fOO

So.(r = O, T = O) a A-K (1 + <r) Aw Afc// / dk± «i Ik± . (4.52)
Jo

Substituting this expression in (4.45), we anally obtain an approximation for the r.m.s.
electric field, which yields the following value for the amplitude A :

i(X, i)}
/ _

IkjL '

In this section we restrict ourselves to the Gaussian fitting. Substituting I^ given by
(4.35) in (4.53) and integrating over fcx, we obtain:

a) for an odd value of2(p — 1) :

L + <r) Aw Afc// x\f v * (2(p - 1) + 2)!!

where nil = n (n — 2) (n — 4)... ; and

fa) for an integer value of p :

AP integer
^*/"* ~™ ^^^^7

For the particular set of parameters (4.33):
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(1 + er) Aw Afc//
, t)) , (4.56)

where F = 5.410~3 cm2.

This amplitude A can also be obtained as a function of the r.m.s. parallel turbulent
electric field, by proceeding in a similar way as presented here, but starting with eq.(3,30).

4.5. Resume.

In this section 4 we have used experimental data from TEXT and TFR Tokamaks
to construct an analytic 3-D model spectrum for electrostatic turbulence, isotropic in the
plane perpendicular to B, given by:

Sk,u; = (4.13)

where

with

and the ordering

(w - k±vp s//) _
2Aw2

(*-£)'
2AH

(w + • (**=)'1
+ ae. 2Aw2 2AH

Aw « WO = k^_0 VD

* <{*//)>* —

(4.14)

(4.11)

(4.12)
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The fcj.—part of the spectrum Jtx is obtained by fitting TFR experimental data. A
Gaussian fitting, genericaUy represented by

P-D P (' - & (4.35)

gives, with the following values for the set of parameters:

p = 2.5, XM = 6cm"1 (4.43)

a rough Gaussian approximation to TFR data, which is however sufficient to take into
account the correct order of magnitude for the main physical parameters. Such a Gaussian
result is particularly suitable for analytic calculations and can be used in theoretical works
on transport processes.

A Lorentzian fitting, generically represented by the family of curves

TL _ n+q
XM -

(4.40)

shows, for the following values of the parameters

q = 2, XM = 5.5cm"1, S0 = 3cm"1, n = 4. =» d aa 3.48cm,"1 (4.42)

an excellent agreement with the short-wavelength part of the TFR spectrum (5 cm"1 <
fcj. < 20cm"1 ). This can be a useful observation for the theoretical interpretation of
the physical mechanisms responsible for such spectra. However, it should be stressed that
Lorentzian profiles are less tractable than Gaussian ones for analytical calculations.

The amplitude factor A was determined as a function of the r.m.s. perpendicular turbulent
electric field:

A0 ~ F(p,
J(X, t))
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where F(p, XM) is given in (4.54) or (4.55).

The electric field correlation time was also estimated by

We finally list in Table II typical values for the main physical parameters of the TFR
Tokamak (in the main confinement region), namely those appearing in our result (4.14).

Aw

9

R

A&/,

V0,

=

=

ci 1.2w0

=

=

2ir
~ qR

=

S Vth.c.

=

=

5.0

2.3 105

= 1.38 106

3/2

98

= 4.27 10~2

1.25 103

= 1.48 109

0.2

6.103

Table II.

cm

cm.s'1

a-1

cm

cm"1

eV

cm.s~l

StatVolt.cm'1

VoItM'1
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5. DISCUSSION.

5.1. Parallel phase velocities in the limit of vanishing spectral widths.

We study here the simple limit of a narrow spectrum, with vanishingly small widths
in u and in fc//:

Aw — > O

AJb// — > O

in the general spectrum Jk,ui given in (4.14). In this case the Gaussian distributions are
replaced by Direc deltas. By using the simple limit:

Um e A = vVA S(v-u) (5.1)
A—»0

one immediately finds:

lim -Tk1Ui = 2ir A Aw Ae//1* x

x \S (w - fcj.U£)5^) £ I k/i J + <r £ (w + k±voSff) S ikj/ -\ J (5.2)

In each term of the bracket, we substitute in the first delta the value of w in terms of k//
given by the second delta. In each case we obtain:

1 / VD \
6 (vak/i — k±VDSu) = — 6 [ k// — fej. — s/i } (5.3)

*• H // ' 4. I // .. Il I *

and (5.2) can be written as:

A., — O '

x [6(u- Vok/f) + cr S (u + vakff)] (5.4)

This result allows us to deduce a clear physical picture of the parallel waves described
by this spectrum. The fcj.— part of the spectrum is involved in Ik± and is discussed in
section 4.3: it corresponds to vectors kx isotropically oriented, with an angle 9 in the
plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. For each of the values of k± = |kj.| we see from
(5.4) that there are two opposite values of k// :
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ka = ±fcj_— (5.5)
" V a '

In Fig. 9 we represent the two values of the parallel wavevector given by this simple rule.

The two dimensions perpendicular to the magnetic field can be taken into account by
rotating this picture around the fc//-axis: two opposite cones are obtained. So, for the
various perpendicular wavevectors kx, with |kj.| varying from zero to the maximum value
kj.MAX (39 cm"1 for TFR, see Fig.2), the three-dimensional wavevector k describes in the
present case the surface of two opposite cones, aligned on the direction of the magnetic
field, as represented on Fig. 10. The height of each cone is k//MAX = tf" k±MAX-

In the simple case a = O, the bracket in (5.4) indicates that the parallel phase velocity
is va, and the frequency of each wave has the same sign as k// : the upper cone in Fig.
10. corresponds to positive frequencies, the lower cone to negative frequencies.

The meaning of the second term proportional to a in the narrow spectrum (5.4) can
easily be understood in this cone-picture: the second delta in (5.4) introduces indeed, for
each vector k on the double cone, a second term with a negative phase velocity.

The complete expression (5.4) of the spectrum in the vanishing width limit, thus
describes wave vectors distributed on two different double cones:

- the first double cone propagates, in the direction parallel to B with the phase velocity
+U0, the forward cone corresponding to positive values of fy/ and u>, and the backward
cone corresponding to negative values of k// and w,

- the second double cone propagates in the direction opposite to the magnetic field, with the
phase velocity — va, the forward cone corresponding to negative values of kj/ and positive
values of w, and the backward cone corresponding to positive values of kg and negative
values of w.

On Fig. 11 we have represented the two doubles cones aligned on the Tokamak magnetic
field: their surfaces are covered with all possible values of the three-dimensional wavevector
k, each cone corresponding to a given combination of the sign of u> and of k/j.

Of course, in the more realistic case of a wide spectrum (Afy/ ^ O), the above de-
scription has to be adapted: a non-vanishing value of Afc// introduces a finite width of the
cone in the parallel direction, and Au; a width in frequency, but the main features of the
parallel propagation remain unchanged, with of course a continuum of phase velocities.

We stress the fact that, although the spectrum (5.4) involves, for <r = O, both positive
and negative values of w and fc//, it only contains a single phase velocity +va in the parallel
direction; the two corresponding peak of the spectrum are represented in Fig. 12. The
second term in (5.4) introduces the opposite parallel phase velocity and the two other
peaks. We conclude from this discussion that the value
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<T = 1 (5.6)

corresponds to a symmetric spectrum in the parallel direction, involving waves propagating
in both directions, parallel and anti-parallel to the magnetic field.

5.2. Discussion on the validity of the TEXT ordering for the TFR bulk plasma.

The simple picture obtained in section 5.1 for a spectrum with vanishing widths Au =
Afc// = O is however very useful in order to study the rough behaviour and the order of
magnitude for the maxima of the Gaussian functions used for the description of the wide
spectrum (4.14). The simple law (5.5) allows us to derive an order of magnitude for the
spectral average {{| &//])) of the parallel wave vector:

(M)TFR K ÏS. ((ki))TFR (5.7)
V0,

and for the parallel vave vector corresponding to the maximum of the spectrum:

(5.8)
V0,

Prom the TFR data, we know that the perpendicular wave vector spectrum extends up
to k±MAX ~ 39cm"1, with a maximum around fcj_0 ~ 5cm"1. Using the TFR measured
value of VD ~ 2.3 105cm./s. , we may try to use, for the TFR bulk plasma, the value (4.2)
of va obtained in TEXT, i.e. the electron thermal velocity. We then find:

I*// M AX I ^6.06HT3Cm-1 (5.9)

and
((\k//\})TFR » 7.7KT4 cm-1 (5.10)

We find that these values can hardly be seen as compatible with the experimental rsult
(4.1) 2-ir/qR determined in the TEXT edge plasma. For the bulk plasma of TFR we have
indeed, from Table II:

Cm-1 (5.11)
qtt

which is a much larger value. In other words, the value (5.11) does not seem to be able
to represent the spectral average of fc// in the TFR bulk plasma, since it appears to be 50
times larger than the spectral average calculated in (5.10), and even 7 times larger that
the parallel vavevector extension (5.9).
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By considering the experimental TEXT results (4,1) and (4.2), and trying to apply
them to the TFR bulk plasma, we are thus faced with the following contradiction:

(i) either we consider that the relation (4.2) va = ««&.«. obtained on the edge of the TEXT
plasma also holds in the bulk of the TFR plasma, and in this case we find that

((\k//\}}TFR * 7.7 ID'4 cm"1 < Hl ~ 410'2 cm-1 (5.12)

in contradiction with (4.1). In this case we have to choose

A*f « ((\k/,\))TFR

rather than 2ir/qR, and this would correspond to much lower value of fc//,

(U) or we impose that ((\k//\ })TFR — 2?r/gfl and then we find that va in the TFR bulk
plasma has to be of the order of the ion thermal velocity. This case would describe, with
the same kj_—spectrum, much larger values oîk/j.

In each case, by applying the edge TEXT results to the TFR bulk plasma, it seems
that we have to drop one of the two experimental results: (4.1) or (4.2). Actually it seems
that a different instability mechanism could explain the edge turbulence (interchange in the
scrape-off layer, LAURENT, 1990) along with the large parallel phase velocity va ~ vth.e.
observed in the edge TEXT plasma. For the drift turbulence in the bulk plasma, one
should rather consider

va * vtk.i. (5.13)

instead of (4.2). If this conclusion is confirmed, it would result that the analysis presented
here should be adapted, and the analytical treatment should be modified. This different
analysis is left for future work.

5.3. Need for further experimental measures of parallel propagation.

From section 5.1 we know that the fc//-spectrum may involve waves propagating in
one direction (& = O), or symmetrically in both directions ((T = 1) parallel to the magnetic
field direction. Although the second, symmetrical case seems to be more plausible, the
possibility of the existence of a priviledged direction cannot be ruled out a priori, namely
in the case of a rotating plasma, or by taking into account some effect of the tproidal
electric current on electrostatic turbulence.
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To the best of our knowledge, the symmetry or assymmetry of the parallel propagation
does not seem to have been determined up to now. Such measurements should be very
useful for the understanding of the parallel dynamics.

A second point seems to need for further experimental information. When applying
the ordering (4.1), (4.2) which holds for the edge plasma of the TEXT Tokamak, to the
bulk plasma of TFR, we have remarked in section 5.2 some kind of contradiction.

If we assume that the parallel phase velocity va in the bulk plasma remains of the order of
vtk.e.t thea the spectral average of the parallel wavevector ({( &//(}} remains much smaller
(50 times smaller) than the estimate 2x/qR from the TEXT results (4.1).

On the other hand, if we assume that (4.1) holds in the bulk plasma, we find that the
phase velocity va has to remain much smaller (50 times smaller) than vth.e., i.e. of the
order of Vth.i.-

Future measurements of electrostatic turbulence (namely density fluctuations with
heterodyne detections, in TORE-SUPRA for instance) will allow one to determine the order
of magnitude of the ky wave vectors, and to choose between the above two possibilities. In
the present work we have simply considered the published experimental results on TEXT
Tokamak, derived analytical expression for the spectrum, and discussed the consequences
of applying these results to the TFR bulk plasma.
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6. CONCLUSIONS.

We have constructed an analytic model spectrum for a 3-D electrostatic turbulence,
which is assumed homogeneous, stationary and isotropic in the plane perpendicular to the
magnetic field. This model spectrum takes into account the main crucial feature of the
observed turbulence, which makes it different from any weakly turbulent superposition of
linear eigenmodes, i.e. the fact that for a given wavelength, or a given k, the frequency
spectrum appears to be very broad. We have to note, however, we did not try in the
present work to derive a stationary spectrum from an elementary dynamics or from basic
non-linear physical processes, but only to derive for future theoretical works an analytical
model compatible with the exprimental measures.

A precise analytical form is built by using experimental data from TFR and TEXT
Tokamaks; it reproduces the correct order of magnitude for the important physical pa-
rameters like spectral amplitude, spectral width in frequency and wavevectors, a.s.o., as
well as symmetry and parity properties deduced from first principles. The analytical form
(4.13)-(4.14) which is proposed involves two different possibilities: standing (a = 1) or
propagating waves (CT = O) in the parallel direction. These two posibilities have been il-
lustrated in section 5.1 in the case of a narrow spectrum. Although we do not know any
experimental information about the value of <r, the symmetric case (a = 1) seems -to be
more plausible.

For the fcx part of the proposed spectrum, we have fitted the TFR fluctuation spec-
trum using a Gaussian and a Lorentzian profile. The Gaussian fitting reproduces only
roughly the experimental data, but it nevertheless takes into account its main character-
istics and is particularly useful for analytic calculations where the use of a more precise
analytic model spectrum would represent a very arduous, even impracticable task.

The Lorentzian fitting gives an excellent agreement with the TFR k± spectrum in
the main short-wavelength region (where it presents a fcj2'2 behaviour); the experimental
results in the subrange with shorter wavelengths are rather imprecise and appear to be less
important since this large-fcj. subrange involves much less energy. It has to be stressed that
the results obtained for the k± part of the spectrum do not go beyond a simple numerical
fitting of experimental results. It should be noted however that such an interpretation of
experimental results sems to be in agreement with several basic theoretical studies of the
physical processes leading to a stationnary spectrum, and which generally give results in the
form of Lorentzian functions (see e.g. the universal spectral density for a magnetized, non-
uniform, collisionless plasma obtained by HASEGAWA and MIMA, 1977), which appear
indeed as a good description of the experimental measures.

The discussion presented in section 5.2 concerning the application of the TEXT edge
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plasma ordering to the TFR bulk plasma shows that there is room for further experimental
effort in order to determine the parallel phase velocities in the bulk plasma, along with
the spectral average of the parallel wavevector, continuing the important effort already
realized by the TEXT group on the edge plasma.

The analytic model spectrum obtained here has been used to study the effects of the
parallel motion on the diffusion of test charged particles in turbulent electric field and will
be published shortly. Some preliminary results have already been presented (FIEDLER-
FERRARI, MISGUICH, BALESCU, 1989).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS.

Fig. 1 The external constant and uniform magnetic field B defines a privileged direction in
the plasma. The Langangian electric field E(x(<), t), measured at time t on the turbu-
lent trajectory x(£), involves parallel and perpendicular components to the magnetic
field, and can also be decomposed in an average and a fluctuating part.

Fig. 2 The normalized TFR AM, -spectrum, integrated over frequencies and over parallel
wave-vectors, shows an amplitude maximum around k± = k±0 = 5cm"1 and two
power-law subranges, one with fcj2'2, the other with fc2*'5(graph taken from AN-
DREOLETTI et. al. (1989)) corresponding to spectral energy densities £ £ with
fcj1'2 and fej3'5 subranges.

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the 3-D spectrum Sk(r = O), for a given value of fcj., as a
function of frequency and parallel wavevector. In accordance with eq.(4.2), for a given
value w^ of the frequency, the maximum amplitude of the spectrum as function of
the parallel wave- vector is observed at k = w^/va. The typical half- width (eq.

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of the 3-D spectrum Sk(T = O), for a given positive value of
kff > O, as a function of frequency and of the modulus fcj. s |kj. |of the perpendicular
wave-vector. In accordance with (4.10), for a given value k± , the maximum amplitude
of the spectrum as function of the frequency is observed at w^ = VD k*£\ The half-
width is Awn = O (w(n)).

Fig. 5 Gaussian fitting of the 2-D (frequency and k//— integrated) spectrum S^ (T = O)
= I J_^ dk/f SJC(T = O) with parameters p — 2.5, XM = 6cm"1, and XQ = O (eq.
(4.34) with x = fcx)- For comparison the spectrum of density fluctuations measured
in TFR Tokamak is also represented in broken line (TFR GROUP and TRUC, 1984).

Fig. 6 Same as Fig.5 but with parameters p = 2.0, XM = 6cm"1, and X0 = O.

Fig. 7 Same as Fig.5 but with parameters p = 1.0, XM = 6cm"1, and XQ = O.

Fig. 8 Lorentzian fitting of the same function as in Fig.5, with parameters q = 2, XM =
5.5cm"1, X0 = 3cm"1, n = 4 (eq. (4.42) with x = Jfcj.).

Fig. 9 Representation of the two opposite values of the parallel wavevector kff for each value
of fcj. in the case of a narrow spectrum.
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Fig. 10 The double cone aligned on the magnetic field direction represents the surface de-
scribed by all k vectors of the spectrum in the limit of vanishing widths Aw and
A*,,.

Fig. 11 The two double cones, propagating with opposite phase velocities parallel to the mag-
netic field, represent the surfaces covered by the k vectors on a Tokamak magnetic
field, in the limit of a spectrum with vanishing widths Au; and Ai^.

Fig. 12 Representation of the spectrum /k,u in the limit of vanishing widths (eq. 5.4) as
function of u and k//. For each value of fcj. the narrow spectrum (5.4) involves two
opposite values of k// (eq. 5.5). The first term ((T = O) corresponds to a positive
parallel phase velocity, hence to two different delta peaks of Jklta), the second term
introduces the opposite parallel phase velocity, hence the two other peaks.
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